Sunny _____ of the Street
by Corry Cropper (Associate Dean, French)

* Clues with an asterisk are themed.

ACROSS
1 * How crabs walk
5 Jolly old elf
10 * Where fruit stands and diners are located
14 European cultural programming TV channel
15 Ahead
16 * Theme word added on the appropriate edge to complete the answers to 1, 10, 74, and 77-across
17 * As cool as the other ___
20 Consumed
21 Taxpayer ID
22 A place to plug in
27 Japanese robe
33 Take off the censored list
34 Frequently torn knee ligament (abbr.)
55 La vita ____; aspiration of worshippers in 52-across
57 Walked with decisive steps
58 Hostess ___ Balls
61 Erstwhile American TV manufacturer
63 * “You couldn’t ___ of a barn!”
72 Slurpee’s cousin
73 Wander
74 Former Dodgers hurler Hershiser
75 * Off-the-record agreement in the shadows of a bigger negotiation
76 Word with Home or Office
77 * Posterior

DOWN
1 “I ___ Made for Lovin’ You” (song by Kiss)
2 Diamondbacks or Cardinals on a scoreboard
3 Since January (abbr.)
4 “Now you ___ me, now you don’t!”
5 Piano
6 A small payment, up front
7 “To the ___ degree”
8 They go with heads, shoulders, and knees
9 Duolingo and Duo Mobile, e.g.
10 MLS team in Sandy, UT
11 “Thou anointest my head with ___”
12 Shakespeare’s Much About Nothing
13 “As the ____ from heaven distilling”
18 Granola morsel
19 Tattoo component
22 * Where this answer is, compared to a normal grid
23 Game with “reverse” and “skip” cards
24 “I’m being sincere” on Twitter
25 Said twice, it’s one of the Teletubbies
26 Surround or encircle
28 Sailing vessel for a frozen lake
29 Unit of electrical charge used to measure battery life (abbr.)
30 Greeting in Lisbon
31 Zero in the British soccer press
32 * Where this answer is, sportingly
34 “Wanted dead or ___!”
35 * Fall apple beverage that includes a homophone of this puzzle’s theme word
36 Stares lasciviously
39 Posterior
41 What a buoy might do “___ alors!”
45 Common first name from the Greek word for life
46 Patriotic airline, on the NYSE
49 News outlet with hosts Steve Inskeep and Terry Gross
50 HBO competitor
51 Word after Kool- and Band-
56 Baseball bat wood
57 Word after Kool- and Band-
58 Baseball bat wood
59 Dweeb
60 Double red windwood
61 Former Cowboys QB turned analyst Tony
62 “Don’t ___ your pearls before swine”
63 Slipped out of sight
64 Berg component
65 Juicy news
66 A small payment, up front
67 Kendrick Lamar music genre
68 Have a good cry
69 Last month of fall semester
70 Former Cowboys QB
71 Moose’s cousin

Check your answers on page 2.